NOTICE TO MARINERS
15th October 2015
Please be advised that Geo will be performing diving operations on behalf of Blyth Offshore
Wind Demonstrator Project within the bounds of the coordinates presented below.
The vessel HBC Achiever will commence operations at these coordinates within the period
19th. October to 11th. November 2015. The total quantity of operational time at the site is
estimated to app. 3 days. Please note, the works may incur periods where the vessel is not
operating.
Site Plan
The location where work will be performed is indicated with the red circle on the site plan
below. In addition a table with coordinates of the working area is detailed below.

Working area indicated by filled red circle, as the following:

Divers will be working in the waters at the following locations:
Item ID:
Item7

Position (Area from / to)
WGS84, Zone32N
Lat 55 08.888560 Long 10 35.163315 / Lat 55 08.888094 Long 10 35.157647

Item29
Item32

Lat 55 08.880059 Long 10 35.194990 / Lat 55 08.867883 Long 10 35.177559
Lat 55 08.882264 Long 10 35.191312 / Lat 55 08.866193 Long 10 35.183141

Object2.3

Lat 55 08.870749 long 10 35.205919

Vessel – HBC Achiever

Call sign: OWMH2
IMO: 9647978
Contacts: VHF Channel 16, 6 and 67

The vessel HBC Achiever is an anchoring vessel and the vessel will have no ability to
maneuver during operations due to the presence of divers in the waters. We request that all
vessels within the vicinity of the HBC Achiever remain at least 1000 meters clear at all times
and pass at a reduced speed.
The vessel will be displaying lights at night time and carry daylight signals as described in
COLREG:
- Reg. 27 b) for ship Restricted in Ability to Maneuver, and
- Reg. 27 e) for ship in diving operation (additional rigid copy of flag “A” lit during night time).

Any enquiries can be directed to the following contact:
Martin Hoffmann, Geo
mhf@geo.dk; +45 45204174
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